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Dear Commissioner David Byrne , 
 
First I would like to express my thanks for giving me the opportunity to comment on 
your paper. 
 
Usually the Commission is in contact only with the other EU institutions, the Member 
States or mainly at EU level organised established stake –holders. Individuals 
seldom have the chance to make their voice heard. 
 
Before making use of this rare opportunity, I want to thank you for the big and 
successful effort you have made in your term of office to put health on to the 
European map. I am sorry that your term of office has come to an end. I hope that the 
new Health Commissioner will continue on the sound base you have created. 
 
On this background I want to comment on your reflection paper as follows  
 
 
 

1. The reflection process as such is a new and very positive instrument to enable   
a broad participation by interested individuals. Jean Monet said a long time 
ago  “ we are uniting people, not forming coalitions of states “. Nevertheless 
the European integration process as a whole just as in health has to a great 
extent neglected citizens and concentrated on cooperation with official 
institutions. Your paper at least tries to include the European citizen in health 
matters on an equal base. This by itself is praiseworthy and should be kept up 
permanently. 
 
Problem: It is difficult to organise the participation of interested European 
citizens. 
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Suggestions : 

- Firmly establish the Open Forum and define its tasks in the new  
Strategy 

- Improve the transparency of EU activities enabling individual  
participation 

- Refer to this reflection process in the Strategy paper 
- Summarise the main results of the first round of this process and 

give the participants, who have made suggestions a structured 
questionnaire to be answered in a second round 

-  
 
     2. Your paper contains a vision. Such a vision is needed and as such must be  
         welcomed , especially as in the past EU health activities or health related  
         activities have been very diverse, not always consistent and sometimes not 
         sufficiently coordinated. Moreover a vision enables a debate to establish the  
         much needed  but still lacking consensus on values and principles of EU Health 
         Policy. 
 
         Problem : Visions don’t just happen. They have to be implemented. There is  
                         need to know in general terms what to expect. Otherwise there might  
                         be either unrealistic hope for too much ( such as financial support ) or  
                         unfounded but nevertheless fear of undue EU influence on  
                         national health responsibilities possibly even “ Harmonisation”  
                        .Distrust of Commission aspirations still exists to a great extent in 
                         Member States who do not want any infringement of their  
                         competences .This has to be overcome by establishing a better  
                         climate of trust and understanding. 
 
         Suggestions: 

- The strategy paper should state by what means and with  
what instruments the different objectives are planned to be 
achieved ( legislation, programme , recommendations, pilote 
projects, funds, financial support ,coordination, research, open 
method of coordination , establishment of new agencies etc.).The 
new European Constitution is going to establish increasing new 
opportunities for European activities, which should be made use 
of. But as they are new, efforts have to made to get them 
accepted . 
 

- It should be demonstrated , why each intended EU activity is 
adequate and needed because it can achieve the agreed 
objective better then individual action by any member state. In 
such a way the disputed subsidiarity principle would not be used 
as often to-day to defend vested interests but as a dynamic 
concept defining issues and areas in which EU activities can 
contribute to the improvement of health. Examples for this could 
be Health Monitoring, boarder crossing health care (centres of 
excellence ), recommendations on best practice , fighting 
communicable diseases  etc. The reflection paper names some 



of these issues , but doesn’t establish their need and purpose as 
well as the expected added value of EU activities sufficiently. 

 
 

3. The objectives of the new strategy are still much too general. Achieving 
“Health for All” might be acceptable for describing an overall political direction, 
but it certainly is not sufficient for naming concrete targets and objectives of an 
intended EU involvement. 
 
 
Problem :    Health requirements are not only the task of EU Public Health 
                   measures but form a constituent part of many other EU policies  
                   such as Internal Market or Research to name just two . They are 
                   also intended to support national activities. For both reasons it is  
                   essential that the objectives of the planned activities are described  
                   with great clarity also enabling permanent monitoring to  
                   demonstrate the usefulness of EU support  
 
                   Moreover “Health Targeting “ is becoming more and more an  
                   accepted instrument in national health policy in many  
                   countries. This is especially the case, when different policy areas 
                   are involved, whose first aim is not health and many different  
                   partners mainly outside government such as non governmental  
                   organisations or industry are involved . As this is the case at the  
                   EU level., the creation of EU health targets is essential for creating  
                   transparency and enabling broad involvement by many partners. 
 
Suggestions : 
 

- Every chapter of the new strategy should be introduced by a   
                                qualified and if possible quantified description of the targets and  
                                objectives to be achieved by it 

- The application of the” Open Method of Coordination” to health 
as demanded by a number of Summits since Göteborg 2001 has 
to be a part of the strategy;  this expressively includes  a 
consensus on objectives. 

 
 

4. Improvement of Health is a shared responsibility between the Member States 
and the EU as well as between governments and a large number of stake-
holders at the EU and the national level. 

 
Problem :  Good will as stated in the refection paper is necessary but it is   

                                  not sufficient. The EU Treaty and the new EU Constitution  
                                  contain the competence for possible EU action but beyond the  
                                  need for cooperation they say little about the relationship  
                                  between the different actors and stake-holders. In order to  
                                  have a common understanding as to how cooperation and  
                                  coordination can be organised, the strategy should clarify how 
                                  the Commissions understands its tasks in this process. 
 



 
                Suggestions: 

-  The strategy should be introduced by a chapter describing the    
       general interplay between the different partners  
-   Every area contained in the strategy should name the  
       concerned partners and describe briefly their different  
       responsibilities. 

 
 

5.      Summary    
 
           My remarks may seem to be theoretical and very general. But an overall  
           strategy paper has to be general and cannot go into too much detail in the  
           different areas. This would be the task of the different instruments. My 
           remarks reflect my long time experience , as to how Commission proposals  
           are seen in the Member States. Very often the contents as such are  
           accepted , but there is little understanding and even fear about the role of  
           the Commission and its intentions. My suggestions are aimed at  
           diminishing this fear as far as possible. 
 

                 If I could be of any assistance, I would be happy to do so. 
 
                Yours sincerely 
 
                 Dr.Hans Stein 



This paper represents the views of its author on the subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission 
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